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1 IntroductionA common theme when performing computations involving polynomials is to transform agiven polynomial matrix into a simpler equivalent form while preserving key properties ofthe original matrix. The triangularization over the ring of polynomials is a fundamentalconstruction in this regard.Reduction of polynomial matrices into triangular form has crucial relevance in linear sys-tem theory. Applications include solving matrix polynomial equations such as the Dio-phantine equation frequently arising in control problems [11, 12], extracting the greatestcommon divisor of polynomial matrices [4, 5, 9], computing the determinant of a poly-nomial matrix [18], as well as obtaining a triangular basis for modules over polynomialdomains [4].The �rst results were obtained by Hermite for matrices with integer entries and it wasonly realized later that they also held for entries that are polynomials. This led to theclassical triangularization algorithm exposed in [4, 5, 9], a simple variation of Gaussianelimination with the extended Euclidean algorithm replacing division. It is well-knownthat this procedure results impractical for its bad numerical behavior.The idea of converting triangularization over the ring of polynomials to that of solvinglinear systems over the �eld of reals appears to have �rst been used by Kaltofen et al. [10].The goal of the authors was to establish a parallel complexity result and Storjohann [19,Chapter 4] reexamined their approach to obtain sequential results. The key point was tonote that one is led to a linear system that does not involve unknown coe�cients of thetriangular form, but only coe�cients of the transformation matrix. Parallel and sequentialcomplexity bounds are also proposed in [20], where the triangular form is derived fromthe Popov form, also widely used in linear system control theory.The technique of solving a problem involving polynomial matrices without using poly-nomial operations was also used in the early reference [3]. In this paper, Bitmead et al.showed that the extraction of the greatest common divisor of polynomial matrices can beperformed over the �eld of reals. Their procedure, based on the theory of sub-resultantsand Sylvester matrices, was recently specialized to triangularization in a particularly ele-gant way by Labhalla et al. [15].Although it has not rigorously been proved, one can reasonably argue that the approachdescribed in [3, 15] features numerical shortcomings that are similar to those of the stan-dard Euclidean division algorithm. Indeed, the algorithm found in these references isdesigned to preserve the shift-invariant Toeplitz structure of the Sylvester matrix and isactually a modi�ed form of Gaussian elimination with only partial pivoting. As a result,complete numerical stability cannot be assured. In [3] it is stated that this seems to be afundamental limitation since one is naturally constrained to use unimodular rather thanorthogonal transformations when performing polynomial reductions.2



In a more general context, the interpolation approach, clearly exposed in [1] by Antsaklisand Gao has been shown to supply solutions to the most part of control problems involv-ing polynomial matrices. Interpolation techniques also provide, in an elegant and exibleway, alternative interpretations of well-known linear system theory results. Applicationsinclude the resolution of matrix polynomial equations like for instance the symmetricmatrix polynomial equation [7] or the Diophantine equation, pole assignment by stateor output feedback, J -spectral factorization [13], or also H1 formulation of the optimalcontrol problem. The above are just a few of the many examples of the strong presenceof interpolation results in the system and control literature. It should thus seem sur-prising that, up to the authors' knowledge, no results are available so far concerning aninterpolation approach to triangularization of polynomial matrices.Based on the above considerations, the objective of this paper is twofold. On the onehand, this paper ful�lls the need of polynomial matrix triangularization algorithms thatare numerically reliable, in contrast to already published methods. On the other hand,it aims at extending the domain of application of interpolation by showing that thisuseful technique also applies to triangularization. More speci�cally, two almost equivalentnumerical procedures are proposed. The �rst one is based on Sylvester matrices, whereasthe second one exclusively relies on interpolation theory.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 classical facts are recalled on the reductioninto triangular form of matrices over the �eld of polynomial fractions and over the ringof polynomials. A useful lemma is then exposed that provides an upper bound on thedegree of the reduction matrix. In Section 3, equivalence is established between triangu-larization over the �eld of polynomial fractions and triangularization over the �elds of realnumbers. Sylvester matrices and interpolation theory are used for that purpose. Bothapproaches are shown to be closely related. Several aspects concerning interpolation aredealt with, such as the choice and the number of interpolation points. Two numericallystable algorithms are described for triangularization over the �eld of polynomial fractions.They can alternatively be used for polynomial rank evaluation and polynomial null-spaceextraction. In Section 4, some algebraic complements about degree minimization overideals are exposed. They will be instrumental to the derivation of the triangular formover the ring of polynomials, using equivalently Sylvester matrices or interpolation the-ory. Two algorithms are then proposed that only rely on numerically stable routines. Thetechniques proposed in this paper are illustrated on a very simple example in Section 5.Finally, comparative numerical results are exposed in Section 6. They aim at illustratingadvantages of our approach over other triangularization methods.The algorithms presented here have been tested experimentally by running programswritten in MATLAB1 code as part of the Polynomial Control Toolbox [14, 17]. Theyshould be included to the next release of the Toolbox. In the meanwhile, they are availableupon request.Notations : The following notations will be used throughout the paper. 
 denotes1MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.3



the Kronecker product, In is the identity matrix of dimension n and A0 is the transposeof matrix A. R is the �eld of real numbers, R[s] is the ring of polynomials of s withcoe�cients in R and R(s) is the �eld of rational fractions of s with coe�cients in R.Finally, the notations rowiA(s), coljA(s) and enti;jA(s) respectively stand for the i-throw, j-th column and i; j-th entry of polynomial matrix A(s). The degree of a polynomialmatrix A(s), denoted by degA(s), is the maximum degree of the entries of A(s).2 PreliminariesIn this section, the notion of a shape of a polynomial matrix is de�ned. Some standardfacts on reduction of polynomial matrices into triangular forms are recalled. Distinctionis made between triangular forms over �eld R(s) and triangular forms over ring R[s].Finally, a useful upper bound is derived on the degree of the polynomial matrix that isused to triangularize a polynomial matrix.De�nition 1 The shape � of a full column rank n-by-m matrix A is the series � =f�1; : : : ; �mg of positive integers �i = 1; 2; : : : ; n such that ent�i ;iA is the uppermost non-zero entry of coliA, called leading entry.De�nition 2 A shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg whose components are strictly increasing, i.e.�1 < : : : < �m, is called a lower left triangular shape. A matrix with lower left triangularshape is in lower left triangular form.De�nition 3 Elementary column operations for polynomial matrices are de�ned overR(s) (respectively over R[s]) as� Interchange of any two columns.� Addition to any column of a polynomial multiple of any other column.� Scaling any column by any nonzero element of R[s] (resp. R).These elementary operations can be represented by post-multiplication by a polynomialmatrix invertible over R(s), or non-singular (resp. invertible over R[s], or unimodular).Theorem 1 Any polynomial matrix A(s) can be transformed into lower left triangularform T (s) by application of elementary column operations over R(s) (respectively overR[s]), or equivalently by post-multiplication by a non-singular (resp. unimodular) reduc-tion matrix U(s), i.e. A(s)U(s) = T (s): (1)4



Proof : The proof is by construction and consists in an algorithm based on polynomialEuclidean division through elementary column operations. See [4, x2.3.4], [5, xG-3] or [9,x6.3.1]. 2Remark 1 A polynomial matrix A(s) has generally several triangular forms over R(s)or R[s]. However, all triangular forms of A(s) have the same triangular shape. Indeed, ifA(s) has two triangular forms with di�erent shapes, on can check that it is not possible toobtain one triangular form from the other using elementary column operations only, thusleading to a contradiction.Remark 2 If every leading entry of a lower left triangular form T (s) over R[s] is monicand of higher degree than any entry at the left of it, then T (s) is in Hermite column form,also called reduced column echelon form of A(s) over R[s]. The Hermite form of a squarematrix is unique, see e.g. [5, xG-3] or [9, x6.7.1].Some important comments are in order.� Suppose that the identity matrix is appended at the bottom of an arbitrary rankn-by-m polynomial matrix Ay(s) and let A(s) be the resulting full column rankcompound matrix. Triangularization of A(s) readsA(s)U(s) = � Ay(s)Im �U(s) = � T y(s)U(s) � = T (s): (2)In the above equation T y(s) is a triangular form of Ay(s). Hence a triangular formof a polynomial matrix of arbitrary rank and the corresponding reduction matrixhave simultaneously been computed through triangularization of a full column rankmatrix. Based on this and without loss of generality, in the paper only full columnrank polynomial matrices will be considered.� Throughout the paper only lower left triangular forms and elementary column op-erations are considered. Obviously, dual results also apply to upper right triangularforms and elementary row operations.� In contrast to the triangular form over R[s], the more general triangular form overR(s) is apparently of no direct use in control theory. It is considered in this paper fortwo reasons. First, it may indirectly be used for polynomial matrix rank evaluationor polynomial null-space extraction. Second and most importantly, it proves to bea useful intermediate step towards the derivation of the triangular form over R[s].� The algorithms presented in this paper are only designed to compute triangularforms over R(s) or R[s], not necessarily the Hermite form. The reason behind thisis numerical and will be exposed later on.5



Lemma 1 Given a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) 2 Rn�m[s], let ri 2 [1; n]; i =1; : : : ; n and cj 2 [1;m]; j = 1; : : : ;m be two series of integers such that deg rowr1A(s) �� � � � deg rowrnA(s) and deg colc1A(s) � � � � � deg colcmA(s). De�ned̂U = min(m�1Xi=1 deg rowriA(s); m�1Xj=1 deg colcjA(s)) : (3)Then there always exists a reduction matrix U(s) of degree dU � d̂U such that T (s) =A(s)U(s) is a triangular form of A(s) over R[s], hence over R(s).Proof : The proof is adapted from [15, Proposition 4] and [19, Theorem 6]. Let U(s) bea unimodular matrix such that T (s) = A(s)U(s) is in lower left triangular form, and let� = f�1; : : : ; �mg be the shape of T (s) from which is de�ned the non-singular matrixA�(s) = 264 row�1A(s)...row�mA(s) 375and the non-singular lower left triangular matrix T�(s) = A�(s)U(s). We aim to showthat degU(s) � d̂U . Since U(s) is unimodular and T�(s) is square triangular, deg detA�(s) =deg detT�(s) =Pmi=1 deg coliT (s). Now let Aadj� (s) denote the polynomial adjoint matrixof A�(s), so that detA�(s)U(s) = Aadj� (s)T�(s). The latter equation yieldsdU = degU(s) � degAadj� (s) + deg T�(s)� deg detA�(s)� degAadj� (s) + maxi=1;:::;m deg coliT (s)�Pmi=1 deg coliT (s)� degAadj� (s):In order to prove the lemma, it is now su�cient to show that degAadj� (s) � d̂U , whered̂U is given in (3). To see that, note that entries of Aadj� (s) are minors of order m � 1 ofA�(s). The degree of the minor obtained by removing the i-th row and j-th column ofA(s) is less than or equal to Pmk=1 deg rowkA�(s)� deg rowiA�(s) (row-wise) and is alsoless than or equal to Pmk=1 deg colkA�(s)� deg coljA�(s) (column-wise). Upon applyingthis reasoning to all the entries in Aadj� (s), the required bound is obtained. 23 Triangular form over R(s)In this section, equivalence is established between triangularization over R(s) and over R.For that purpose, two techniques are used that are standard when dealing with polynomialmatrices: Sylvester matrices and interpolation. As a result, two algorithms for triangu-larization over R(s) are proposed. Their respective numerical properties are discussed atlength. 6



3.1 Sylvester matrix approachLet fe1; e2; : : : ; eng be the canonical basis of the free module Rn[s]. Given a polynomialmatrix A(s) 2 Rn�m[s] of degree dA, let A � Rn[s] denote the submodule generated bythe columns of A(s). Further, let Rn[s]d � Rn[s] represent the submodule spanned byall elements of Rn[s] of degree less than or equal to d and let Ad = A \ Rn[s]d be thecorresponding submodule of A.Let P stand for the orthogonal permutation matrix of dimension n(d+ 1) such that, forarbitrary row vectors vijP [v010 � � � v0n0jv011 � � � v0n1j � � � jv01d � � � v0nd]0 = [v010 v011 � � � v01dj � � � jv0n0 v0n1 � � � v0nd]0Note that P can be used to commute the Kronecker product [16]. Indeed, for any matricesX;Y of compatible dimensions P (X 
 Y ) = (Y 
X)P: (4)The Sylvester matrix of order dU of polynomial matrix A(s) = A0+sA1+ � � �+sdAAdA ishA(s)idU = 26666666666664 AdA 0 0... . . . ... ...A1 AdA 0A0 ... AdA0 . . . A1 ...... A0 A10 0 A0
37777777777775 2 Rn(d+1)�m(dU+1) (5)where d = dA + dU . The row permuted Sylvester matrix of A(s) is denoted byRd = P hA(s)idU : (6)Finally, let ffsde1; : : : ; se1; e1g; � � � ; fsden; : : : ; sen; engg (7)be a generating basis for Rn[s]d. By construction, for any i = 1; : : : ; n and j = 0; : : : ; dU ,the (i+(dU � j)n)-th column of matrix Rd is a real vector representation with respect tobasis (7) of the polynomial vector coli(sjA(s)) 2 Ad � Rn[s]d. Let Rd � Ad denote thesubmodule spanned by all the elements coli(sjA(s)) for i = 1; : : : ; n and j = 0; : : : ; dU . Bya slight abuse of terminology, we will henceforth say that matrix Rd generates submoduleRd in basis (7).Lemma 2 Triangularizing over R(s) a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) of degreedA by a reduction matrix U(s) of degree dU amounts to triangularizing over R the rowpermuted Sylvester matrix Rd, where d = dA + dU .7



Proof : Triangularization of A(s) 2 Rm�n[s] by U(s) yields matrix polynomial equation(1) where T (s) has triangular shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg. LetU(s) = ([sdU � � � s 1]
 Im)26664 UdU...U1U0 37775| {z }�U ; T (s) = ([sd � � � s 1]
 In)26664 Td...T1T0 37775| {z }�T : (8)By equating coe�cients of increasing powers of s, matrix polynomial equation (1) isequivalent to the linear system hA(s)idU �U = �T: (9)By construction, triangularization of Rd over R provides a triangular basis for submoduleRd from which triangular matrix T (s) can be built. More precisely, suppose that U is anon-singular matrix such that RdU = T (10)has triangular shape �� = f��1; : : : ; ��m(dU+1)g. De�ne column index setsCi = fk : i(d+ 1)� d � ��k � i(d+ 1)g; i = 1; : : : ; n: (11)With these notations, a matrix �U such that coli �U = colkiU for any ki 2 C�i , i = 1; : : : ;mis solution to (9). Indeed each column colkiT is a representation w.r.t. basis (7) of apolynomial vector of shape f�ig belonging to Rd, that is to say, of a column coliT (s) ofa triangular form of A(s) over R(s). 2Lemma 2 states that if the degree dU of a matrix U(s) that reduces A(s) into triangularform T (s) is given, matrices U(s) and T (s) can be derived from triangularization (10).However, one usually does not know dU beforehand, so letd̂ = dA + d̂U (12)where d̂U was de�ned in (3). Combination of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 yields the followingresult.Theorem 2 Triangularizing over R(s) a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) amountsto triangularizing over R the row permuted Sylvester matrix Rd̂.Proof : Existence of a matrix U(s) of degree dU greater than or equal to d̂U that bringsA(s) into triangular form is guaranteed by Lemma 1. The links existing between trian-gularization of A(s) over R(s) and triangularization of Rd̂ over R when d̂ = dA+ d̂U werestated in Lemma 2. 28



Corollary 1 Suppose that a polynomial matrix Ay(s) of degree dA does not necessarilyhave full column rank. Build the row permuted Sylvester matrix Rd̂ corresponding to thefull column rank compound matrix A(s) in (2). Triangularization of Rd̂ over R allowsto evaluate the rank of Ay(s) and to compute a polynomial basis for the polynomial rightnull-space of Ay(s).Proof : Let dA and m respectively denote the degree and the number of columns ofA(s). According to Theorem 1 and the proof of Lemma 2, triangularization (10) yieldsthe triangular shape � of T (s), a triangular form of A(s) over R(s). The rank of Ay(s)is then readily the number of components of � less than or equal to the number of rowsof Ay(s). Similarly, the m � rank Ay(s) rightmost columns of U(s) in (2) generate apolynomial right null-space of Ay(s) of degree less than or equal to d̂U = d̂� dA. 2Remark 3 Corollary 1 is an alternative to the method proposed in [2] where the null-space of a polynomial matrix is computed via a matrix pencil approach.It must be noticed that Lemma 1 only provides an upper bound d̂U on dU . Hence, areduction matrix U(s) of degree dU strictly less than d̂U may exist. Since the value of dUis generally unknown, one can alternatively� triangularize Rd̂ only once, or� triangularize Rd successively for d = dA + dU and dU = 0; 1; : : : ; d̂U until a matrixU(s) of minimal possible degree dU is found.Algorithm 1 : Triangularization over R(s)Sylvester matrix approachInput A full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) 2 Rn�m[s] of degree dA.Output A non-singular reduction matrix U(s) 2 Rm�m[s] such that A(s)U(s) = T (s)is a triangular form of A(s) over R(s).Step 0 Let dU = d̂U as in (3).Step 1 Build permuted Sylvester matrix Rd as in (6), where d = dA + dU .Step 2 Triangularize Rd over R as in (10).Step 3 Extract a triangular shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg such that sets C�i in (11) arenot empty.Step 4 Build matrix �U such that coli �U = colkiU for any ki 2 C�i , i = 1; : : : ;m.Step 5 Recover U(s) as in (8). 9



Algorithm 1' :Triangularization over R(s)Iterative Sylvester matrix approachOnly the following steps di�er from Algorithm 1Step 0 Let dU = 0.Step 3 Extract a triangular shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg such that sets C�i in (11) are notempty. If it is not possible, let dU = dU + 1 and go to Step 1.3.2 Interpolation ApproachAn interpolation technique for triangularizing a polynomial matrix over R(s) is now de-rived. Relationships with the Sylvester matrix approach and the standard interpolationprocedure described in [1] are examined.In this section, it is supposed that matrix coe�cients of A(s) 2 Rm�n[s] are not known.The polynomial matrix is rather given through constant values A(si) 2 Rm�n taken atdistinct interpolation points si 2 R; i = 0; 1; : : : ; d. Furthermore, it is assumed thatcolumn degrees, or at least the degree dA of A(s), are known.Matrix polynomial equation (1) can be writtenL(s) �U = T (s) (13)where �U is de�ned in (9) and L(s) = [sdU � � � s 1]
A(s): (14)Using relation (14) and values A(si), build the row permuted interpolated matrixLd = P 26664 sdUd A(sd) � � � sdA(sd) A(sd)... ...sdU1 A(s1) � � � s1A(s1) A(s1)sdU0 A(s0) � � � s0A(s0) A(s0) 37775 = P 26664 L(sd)...L(s1)L(s0) 37775 : (15)Lemma 3 Triangularizing over R(s) a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) of degreedA by a reduction matrix U(s) of degree dU amounts to triangularizing over R the rowpermuted interpolated matrix Ld, where d = dA + dU .Proof : One can easily check that matrix Ld is a Sylvester matrix of order dU multipliedto the left by a block Vandermonde matrix and a permutation matrix P , viz.Ld = P (Md 
 Im)hA(s)idU (16)10



where Md = 26664 sdd � � � sd 1... ...sd1 � � � s1 1sd0 � � � s0 1 37775 :Note that Vandermonde matrix Md is invertible since the si are supposed to be distinct.Using relations (4) and (6), one getsLd = (Im 
Md)P hA(s)idU = (Im 
Md)Rd:With the notations of the proof of Lemma 1, matrix Ld generates submodule Rd in thebasis ffsde1; : : : ; se1; e1gM�1d ; : : : ; fsden; : : : ; sen; engM�1d g:Triangularization of Ld over R thus provides a triangular basis for submodule Rd fromwhich a triangular matrix T (s) = A(s)U(s) of shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg can be built.Suppose that U is a non-singular matrix such thatLdU = T (17)has triangular shape �� = f��1; : : : ; ��m(dU+1)g. De�ne column index sets C�i as in (11).As in the proof of Lemma 1, a matrix �U such that coli �U = colkiU for any ki 2 C�i,i = 1; : : : ;m is solution to (13). 2Remark 4 Antsaklis and Gao [1] proposed an interpolation technique to solve polyno-mial matrix equation (1) where U(s) has to be found and A(s); T (s) are known throughinterpolated values A(si); T (si). The triangularization problem faced here is quite di�er-ent since U(s) is unknown, interpolated values A(si) are given but interpolated valuesT (si) are unknown. However, the way matrix Ld is built in (15) parallels the developmentleading to Theorem 3.1 in [1]. More speci�cally, equations (13), (17) in this paper andequations (3.7), (3.9) in [1] are respectively equivalent. Following the notations of [1],each row of matrix Ld corresponds to a special choice of interpolation triplets (aj; bj; cj)such that rowjLd = ajL(cj) = bj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n(d + 1)where a1 = a2 = : : : = an = e1an+1 = an+2 = : : : = a2n = e2...and+1 = and+2 = : : : = an(d+1) = en c1 = cn+1 = : : : = cnd+1 = sdc2 = cn+2 = : : : = cnd+2 = sd�1...cn = c2n = : : : = cn(d+1) = s0:Remark 5 Matrix polynomial equation (1) evaluated at interpolation points s0; s1; : : : ; sdreads A(si)U(si) = T (si); i = 0; 1; : : : ; dwhere the A(si) are given and U(s), T (s) are to be found. If one intents to computeU(s) and T (s) by 11



1. computing matrices U i such that matrices A(si)U i = T i have the same triangularshape � for all i = 0; 1; : : : ; d2. recovering matrices Û(s), T̂ (s) from interpolation relations Û (si) = U i, T̂ (si) = T i,i = 0; 1; : : : ; d,then T̂ (s) has indeed triangular shape � but generally the matrix polynomial equationA(s)Û(s) = T̂ (s) does not hold. In other words, triangularization of a polynomial matrixA(s) over R(s) is not equivalent to successive triangularizations of interpolated matricesA(si) over R. According to matrix polynomial equation (13), U(s) is actually derivedfrom a constant matrix �U solution toL(si) �U = T (si); i = 0; 1; : : : ; d:Triangularization of A(s) over R(s) is therefore equivalent to a simultaneous triangular-ization of interpolated matrices L(si) over R by the same reduction matrix �U .Lemma 3 states that once dA and dU are given, interpolated values A(si), i = 0; 1; : : : ; d =dA + dU can be used to derive a reduction matrix U(s) and a triangular form T (s) ofA(s). However, the degree of reduction matrix U(s) is generally not known beforehand.As a result, one usually does not know how many interpolation points are required. Thefollowing theorem provides an upper bound.Theorem 3 Triangularizing over R(s) a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) amountsto triangularizing over R the row permuted interpolated matrix Ld̂.Proof : Combine Lemma 1 and Lemma 3. 2In view of Lemma 3 and Theorem 3, the number of interpolated values A(s0); : : : ; A(sd)that are needed to triangularizeA(s) lies within the interval dA � d � d̂. Since a reductionmatrix may be found for a value of d strictly less than d̂, one can alternatively� triangularize Ld̂ only once, or� triangularize Ld successively for d = dA; dA + 1; : : : ; d̂ until U(s) is found for theminimal possible value of d.Algorithm 2 : Triangularization over R(s)Interpolation Approach12



Input Values A(si) 2 Rn�m of a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) 2Rn�m[s], interpolated at distinct points si 2 R, i = 0; 1; 2; : : :Output A non-singular reduction matrix U(s) 2 Rm�m[s] such that A(s)U(s) =T (s) is a triangular form of A(s) over R(s).Step 0 Let d = d̂ as in (12).Step 1 Build interpolated matrix Ld as in (15).Step 2 Triangularize Ld over R as in (17)Steps 3{4 See Algorithm 1.Algorithm 2' : Triangularization over R(s)Iterative interpolation approachOnly the following steps di�er from Algorithm 2.Step 0 Let d = dA.Step 3 Extract triangular shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg such that sets C�i in (11) are notempty. If it is not possible, let d = d+ 1 and go to Step 1.3.3 Numerical ConsiderationsAlgorithms 1 and 2 only rely upon numerically reliable procedures. Indeed, in bothalgorithms the crucial point is Step 2, where a matrix has to be triangularized over�eld R. This triangularization can be performed using powerful and reliable numericalprocedures such as Householder, modi�ed Gram-Schmidt or Givens orthogonalizations {the so-called QR decomposition, where the reduction matrix is orthogonal [6].The conditioning of interpolated matrixLd in Step 1 of Algorithm 2 clearly depends on thechoice of interpolation points and more speci�cally on the conditioning of Vandermondematrix Md { see equation (16). If interpolation points s0; s1; : : : ; sd lie on the real axisthen the condition number of Md grows at least exponentially with d. The slower growthrate is achieved if the si are the zeros of the (d+ 1)-th degree Chebyshev polynomial. Ifthe si are the complex roots of unity,Md is perfectly conditioned [8, x21.1] and Algorithm1 and Algorithm 2 are numerically equivalent. Note however that the possibility of usingcomplex interpolation points stays out of the scope of this paper and is subject to currentresearch.How to choose between non-iterative Algorithm 1 and iterative Algorithm 1' will dependon the problem being treated. Suppose that there exists a reduction matrix of low degreed?U � d̂U . Since matrix Rd is n(dA + dU + 1) by m(dU + 1), a single triangularization fora high value of dU = d̂U can easily be more demanding that several triangularizations forlow values of dU = 0; 1; : : : ; d?U . The same comment holds for Algorithms 2 and 2', matrixLd and parameter d. 13



In Algorithms 1' and 2' matrices of increasing dimensions are triangularized until thelowest degree reduction matrix is found. At each step, the algorithms do not exploit theresults computed at previous steps. As far as computational load is concerned, this maybe considered as a drawback. At the other hand, it prevents the accumulation of roundingerrors from step to step.Finally, it must be noticed that for high values of n;m or d, matrices Rd and Ld mayhave large dimensions and unavoidable rounding errors may a�ect triangularizations (10)and (17). In that case, the notion of a shape of a polynomial matrix should preferably bereplaced with the more realistic notion of an "-shape, de�ned below.De�nition 4 The "-shape of a full column rank n-by-m matrix A is the series � =f�1; : : : ; �mg of positive integers �i = 1; 2; : : : ; n such that ent�i ;iA is the uppermost non-zero entry in coliA of norm greater than ".Step 3 of Algorithms 1, 1', 2 and 2' must be modi�ed accordingly. The value of " shoulddepend on n;m; d and the oating point relative accuracy of the computer.4 Triangular Form over R[s]The algorithms described in the preceding section were designed to compute a reductionmatrix U(s) invertible over R(s), but not necessarily unimodular. In the sequel it is ex-plained how to extend the Sylvester matrix and interpolation triangularization algorithmsover R(s) so as to derive a unimodular reduction matrix. The instrumental key conceptthat will be introduced is polynomial degree minimization over ideals.4.1 Sylvester matrix approachLet Ej � Rn[s] denote the submodule generated by fej; : : : ; eng. Let the map pj(:) :Rn[s] ! R[s] extract the j-th component of a polynomial module and de�ne the sub-module Aj = pj(A \ Ej). Note that Aj is an ideal over R[s]. The following theoremalgebraically characterizes triangular forms over R(s) and R[s], as de�ned in Theorem 1.Theorem 4 Given a polynomial matrix A(s) 2 Rn�m[s], let T (s) stand for a matrix oftriangular shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg such that coliT (s) 2 A\E�i . Then T (s) is a triangularform of A(s) over R(s). Moreover, if each leading entry ent�i;iT (s) has minimal degreein the ideal A�i for i = 1; : : : ;m, then T (s) is a triangular form of A(s) over R[s].Proof : See [15, Proposition 1]. 214



The above theorem states that the triangular form of a polynomial matrix A(s) over R[s]is actually a special triangular form of A(s) over R(s) with the additional requirementthat leading entry degrees must be minimal. Clearly, the triangular form of A(s) overR(s) as computed by Algorithm 1 does not necessarily verify these constraints. The sequelaims at proving that Algorithm 1 can be extended for that purpose.Suppose that a triangular form of A(s) over R(s) of shape � = f�1; : : : ; �mg has beenfound for a given value of d. De�ne the submodule I�id = p�i(Rd \ E�i) � A�i . One cancheck that I�id = f0g as soon as �i does not belong to �. According to Theorem 4, inorder to derive a triangular form over R[s] it is necessary to �nd the minimal degreepolynomials in ideals I�id R[s].Lemma 4 Given a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) of degree dA, suppose thattriangularization Algorithm 1 resulted in a triangular form of A(s) over R(s) with areduction matrix of degree dU , and let d = dA + dU . Then, for any i = 1; : : : ;m theminimal degree polynomial of ideal I�id R[s] belongs to submodule I�id .Before the exposition of the proof of Lemma 4, the following fundamental result [15, x3.3]is recalled.Lemma 5 Let H0 be a submodule in R[s]d and let the iteration Hk+1 = sHk+Hk de�nea submodule sequence in R[s] for k � 0. For a given k, if dimHk+1 = dimHk + 1 thenthe minimum degree polynomial of ideal H0R[s] belongs to submodule Hk.Proof of Lemma 5 : For any k � 0, Hk+1 contains Hk and at least one polynomial ofhigher degree than any polynomial of Hk, whence dimHk+1 � dimHk+1. If dimHk+1 =dimHk + 1 holds for a given value of k, then the equality also holds for higher values ofk, thus showing that a minimal degree polynomial was already found in Hk. 2Proof of Lemma 4 : By construction Rd+1 = sRd + Rd and therefore I�id+1 � sI�id + I�idfor i = 1; : : : ;m and any d � dA. Triangularization of Rd resulted in a triangular shape� = f�1; : : : ; �mg, so dimRd =Pmi=1 dim I�id = rankRd. Since A(s) has full column rankm, rankRd+1 = rankRd +m, hence dimRd+1 =Pmi=1 dimI�id+1 =Pmi=1 dim I�id +m anddim I�id+1 = dimI�id + 1. According to Lemma 5, the minimal degree polynomial of idealI�id R[s] can be found in submodule I�id . 2Lemma 4 provides the theoretical guarantee that one can extract minimal degree poly-nomials by working directly on matrix Rd. Let the sets Ci be as in (11). De�neR�id = fcoljRd \ rowkRd for all j 2 C�i and all k 2 [�i(d + 1) � d; �i(d + 1)]g. Sub-module I�id is therefore generated by matrix R�id in the basis fsd; : : : ; s; 1g. Since Rd istriangular, so is R�id . As a result, the rightmost column of matrixR�id , i.e. the column in-dexed by the maximal element in Ci, is a representation of the minimal degree polynomialin I�id . The following theorem has been shown.15



Theorem 5 Triangularizing over R[s] a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) amountsto triangularizing over R the row permuted Sylvester matrix Rd̂.Finally, the following corollary to Theorem 5 underlines the fact that the triangularizationtechniques presented here can also be used for greatest common divisor extraction.Corollary 2 Let A(s) = [B1(s) � � � Bp(s)]. Extracting the greatest common left divisor ofmatrices B1(s); : : : ; Bp(s) amounts to triangularizing over R the row permuted Sylvestermatrix Rd̂.Proof : See Theorem 1 and, by example, Lemma 6.3-3 in [9]. 2Algorithm 3 : Triangularization over R[s]Sylvester matrix approachInput A full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) 2 Rn�m[s] of degree dA.Output A unimodular reduction matrix U(s) 2 Rm�m[s] such that A(s)U(s) = T (s)is a triangular form of A(s) over R[s].Only the following step di�ers from Algorithm 1.Step 4 Extract matrix �U , such that coli �U = colk̂iU , where k̂i is the maximal elementin C�i, i = 1; : : : ;m.Algorithm 3' :Triangularization over R[s]Iterative Sylvester matrix approachOnly steps 0 and 3, taken from Algorithm 1', di�er from Algorithm 34.2 Interpolation ApproachSince interpolated matrix Ld and permuted Sylvester matrix Rd are equivalent up to achange of basis, the interpolation approach to triangularization overR[s] naturally follows.Lemma 6 Given interpolated values A(s0); A(s1); : : : ; A(sd) of a full column rank poly-nomial matrix A(s), suppose that triangularization Algorithm 2 resulted in a triangularform of A(s) over R(s). Then, for any i = 1; : : : ;m the minimal degree polynomial ofideal I�id R[s] belongs to submodule I�id . 16



Proof : Similar to that of Lemma 4. 2Lemma 6 provides the guarantee that it is of no use to work with a higher number ofinterpolation points once a triangular form over R(s) is obtained. Therefore one canextract the minimal degree polynomial in I�id by working directly on the matrix T derivedby triangularization of Ld. Let the sets C�i be de�ned as in (11). De�ne L�id = fcoljLd \rowkLd for all j 2 C�i and all k 2 [�i(d+ 1)� d; �i(d + 1)]g. Submodule I�id is generatedby matrix L�id in the basis fsd; : : : ; s; 1gM�1d . Thus an easy way to minimize the degreeof a polynomial in I�id could be to triangularize matrix M�1d L�id . The minimal degreepolynomial then corresponds to the rightmost column of the computed triangular form.However, in doing so one does not take advantage of the special structure of interpolatedmatrix L�id . Moreover, Vandermonde matrix Md may be ill-conditioned. Therefore, theuse of a special Vandermonde linear system solver is recommended. Only a simpli�edversion of the two-step algorithm exposed in [6] is required for degree minimization. It isdescribed in the sequel.For a given column index i, suppose that one aims at extracting the minimal degree poly-nomial in the submodule generated by a matrix I = L�id in the basis fsd; : : : ; s; 1gM�1d .Entries of I are denoted as followsI = 26664 t1(sd) � � � tp(sd)... ...t1(s1) � � � tp(s1)t1(s0) � � � tp(s0) 37775 2 R(d+1)�p:When j = 1; : : : ; p, each column of IcoljI = 26664 tj(sd)...tj(s1)tj(s0) 37775 = Md 26664 td;j...t1;jt0;j 37775corresponds to a polynomial tj(s) = t0;j+ st1;j+ : : :+ sdtd;j which Newton representationreads tj(s) = dXk=0 ck;j k�1Yl=0(s� sl):Newton coe�cients ck;j are divided di�erences and may be generated in an iterative wayfrom entries of matrix I [6] to yield the Newton coe�cient matrixC = 26664 cd;1 � � � cd;p... ...c1;1 � � � c1;pc0;1 � � � c0;p 37775 :17



Triangularization of C readsF = CV = 266666666664 fd;1 0 � � � 0fd�1;1 fd�1;2 ...... ... . . . 0fq;1 fq;2 fq;p... ... ...f1;1 f1;2 f1;pf0;1 f0;2 � � � f0;p 377777777775 : (18)The last column of F thus corresponds to the polynomialtmin(s) = qXk=0 fk;p k�1Yl=0(s� sl)featuring the greatest number of zero leading coe�cients, that is to say, to the expectedminimal degree polynomial. The procedure is as follows.Procedure 1 : Degree minimization over interpolated polynomial submoduleInput Interpolation points s0; s1; : : : ; sd and a full column rank matrix I whose pcolumns generate a submodule of R[s]d in the basis fsd; : : : ; s; 1gM�1d .Output The vector v such that Iv is a representation w.r.t. the same basis of theminimal degree polynomial in this submodule.Step 1 Build Newton matrix C using the iterationC = Ifor k = 1; : : : ; dfor i = 1; : : : ; d+ 1 � krowiC = (rowiC � rowi+1C)=(sd+1�i � sd+1�i�k):Step 2 Triangularize matrix C over R as in (18). Vector v is the rightmost columnin V .If Procedure 1 is successively applied to matrices L�id corresponding to submodules I�idfor i = 1; : : : ;m, one gets a reduction matrix U(s) such that degrees of polynomialsent�i;iA(s)U(s) are minimized. According to Theorem 4, U(s) triangularizes A(s) overR[s]. The following theorem has been shown.Theorem 6 Triangularizing over R[s] a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) amountsto triangularizing over R the interpolated matrix Ld̂, followed by m degree minimizationsover interpolated polynomial submodules as described in Procedure 1, where m is the num-ber of columns of A(s). 18



Algorithm 4 : Triangularization over R[s]Interpolation approachInput Values A(si) 2 Rn�m of a full column rank polynomial matrix A(s) 2Rn�m[s], interpolated at distinct points si 2 R, i = 0; 1; 2; : : :.Output A unimodular reduction matrix U(s) 2 Rm�m[s] such that A(s)U(s) = T (s)is a triangular form of A(s) over R[s].Only Step 4 di�ers from Algorithm 2Step 4.a Extract sub-matrices L�id = fcoljLd \ rowkLd; for all j 2 C�i and all k 2[�i(d + 1) � d; �i(d + 1)]g. Procedure 1 with inputs s0; s1; : : : ; sd and L�idgenerates outputs vi for i = 1; : : : ;m.Step 4.b Extract sub-matrices U �i = fcoljU�i for all j 2 C�ig. Build matrix �U suchthat coli �U = U �ivi for i = 1; : : : ;m.Algorithm 4' :Triangularization over R[s]Iterative Interpolation approachSee Algorithm 4, except for Steps 0 and 3, see Algorithm 2'.4.3 Numerical ConsiderationsObviously, the derivation of Algorithm 3 from Algorithm 1 does not introduce any po-tential numerical instability. Things are quite di�erent in Algorithm 4 since the columnselection scheme in Step 4 hinges on Procedure 1. Hopefully, the computation of Newtoncoe�cients in Step 1 of Procedure 1 generally produces surprisingly accurate solutionseven when Vandermonde matrixMd is ill-conditioned { see [6] or [8, x21.3]. Furthermore,the triangularization in Step 2 of Procedure 1 can be performed via powerful numericalmethods such as column Householder transformations [6].The column selection schemes in Step 4 of Algorithms 3 and 4 ensure that the reductionmatrix U(s) is unimodular. In [3], the authors underlined the fact that their Gaussianelimination algorithm, in order to exploit the special structure of the Sylvester matrix, wasdesigned to preserve unimodularity to the detriment of numerical stability. By contrast,the procedures described here hinge on orthogonal matrix operations while preservingunimodularity of the reduction matrix. One can naturally argue that the procedures donot take advantage of the special structure of the Sylvester or interpolated matrices, withthe notable exception of Procedure 1. This seems to be the price one has to pay fornumerical reliability, but does not appear to be a fundamental limitation in view of theavailability of powerful computer tools.Finally, if one is interested in getting the Hermite form de�ned in Theorem 1 rather thanan arbitrary triangular form overR[s], this can straightforwardly be done using elementary19



column operations. Each leading entry must be made monic and entries at the left of itmust be reduced via the Euclidean algorithm. Naturally, this may be achieved at theexpense of numerical reliability. However, the number of potentially unstable operationsneeded for computing the Hermite form of a triangular form over R[s] is certainly far lessthan the number of operations needed for computing the Hermite form of a polynomialmatrix in arbitrary form.5 Numerical ExampleBoth Sylvester matrix and interpolation approaches are now illustrated on a very simpleexample: reduction to lower left triangular form of polynomial matrixA(s) = 24 s� 1 s2 � 12 2s+ 20 3 35 :5.1 Sylvester matrix approachFirst, Algorithm 1' will be used to derive a minimal degree reduction matrix. Let dU = 0,d = dA + dU = 2 and built R2 as in (6). Triangularization (10) reads26666666666664 0 11 0�1 �10 00 22 20 00 00 3
37777777777775| {z }R2 � 0 1�1 0 �| {z }U = 26666666666664 �1 00 11 �10 0�2 0�2 20 00 0�3 0

37777777777775| {z }TTriangular matrix T has shape �� = f��1; ��2g = f1; 2g. The sets Ci de�ned in (11) areC1 = f1; 2g; C2 = ? and C3 = ?. Since C2 and C3 are empty, no reduction matrix of degree
20



dU = 0 has been found. Letting dU = dU + 1, next triangularization (10) reads26666666666666666664
0 1 0 01 0 0 1�1 �1 1 00 0 �1 �10 0 0 00 2 0 02 2 0 20 0 2 20 0 0 00 0 0 00 3 0 00 0 0 3

37777777777777777775| {z }R3
2664 0 �0:707 0:408 �0:577�1 0 0 00 0 �0:817 �0:5770 �0:707 �0:408 0:5773775| {z }U = 26666666666666666664

�1 0 0 00 �1:414 0 01 0:707 �1:225 00 0:707 1:225 00 0 0 0�2 0 0 0�2 �2:828 0 00 �1:414 �2:450 00 0 0 00 0 0 0�3 0 0 00 �2:121 �1:225 1:732
37777777777777777775| {z }T :

Now, the shape of triangular matrix T is �� = f1; 2; 3; 12g. Column index sets are C1 =f1; 2; 3g; C2 = ? and C3 = f12g whence triangular shape � = f�1; �2g = f1; 3g. A possiblechoice for matrix �U is for example �U = [col1U col4U ]. The corresponding polynomialmatrix is U(s) = � 0 �0:577s� 0:577�s 0:577 � :One can check that U(s) is not unimodular, so thatT (s) = A(s)U(s) = 24 �s3 + s 0�2s2 � 2s 0�3s 1:732 35is only a triangular form of A(s) over R(s). Now suppose that one is seeking a triangularform over R[s]. From Algorithm 3', k̂1 = maxfk 2 C1g = 3 and k̂2 = maxfk 2 C3g = 12so that matrix �U = [col3U col4U ] yields a unimodular matrixU(s) = � �0:817 + 0:408s �0:577s � 0:577�0:408 0:577 �and a triangular formT (s) = A(s)U(s) = 24 �1:225s + 1:225 0�2:450 0�1:225 1:732 35of A(s) over R[s].5.2 Interpolation ApproachNow assume that polynomial matrix A(s) is only given through interpolated valuesA(s0); : : : ; A(sd) and that Algorithm 4 is used to compute a reduction matrix over R[s].21



Therefore, let d = d̂ = 4 as in (12). By example, choose interpolation points s0 = �2; s1 =�1; s2 = 0; s3 = 1; s4 = 2. Algorithm 4 directly leads to triangularization26666666666666666666666664
�12 12 6 �6 �3 3�2 0 2 0 �2 00 0 0 0 �1 �10 0 0 0 0 04 12 2 6 1 38 �8 �4 4 2 �22 0 �2 0 2 00 0 0 0 2 22 4 2 4 2 48 24 4 12 2 60 12 0 �6 0 30 3 0 �3 0 30 0 0 0 0 30 3 0 3 0 30 12 0 6 0 3

37777777777777777777777775
26666664�0:617 �0:246 0:151 �0:401 0:568 �0:2290:617 �0:492 0:302 �0:535 0 00:309 0:492 �0:302 �0:267 0:162 �0:688�0:309 0:246 �0:151 �0:668 �0:568 0:229�0:154 �0:616 �0:452 0:134 �0:406 �0:4590:154 �0:123 �0:754 �0:134 0:406 0:45937777775 =

L4 [U�1 jU�2 ]| {z }U =26666666666666666666666664
19:44 0 0 0 0 02:160 2:708 0 0 0 00 0:739 1:206 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 04:012 �5:416 0 �12:83 0 0�12:96 0 0 0 0 0�2:160 �2:708 0 0 0 00 �1:477 �2:412 0 0 00:926 �2:216 �3:618 �6:414 0 08:024 �10:83 0 �25:66 0 09:721 �7:755 2:261 �2:806 4:623 03:240 �2:585 �0:905 0 2:920 0:6880:463 �0:369 �2:261 �0:401 1:217 1:3771:389 �1:108 �1:809 �4:009 �0:487 2:0656:018 �4:801 0:452 �10:82 �2:190 2:753

37777777777777777777777775 = T :
Matrix T has shape �� = f1; 2; 3; 5; 11; 12g hence C1 = f1; 2; 3; 5g, C2 = ?, C3 = f11; 12gand � = f�1; �2g = f1; 3g: In order to get a triangular form of A(s) over R[s], two degreeminimizations must be performed on matricesL�1 = 266664 19:44 0 0 02:160 2:708 0 00 0:739 1:206 00 0 0 04:012 �5:416 0 �12:83 377775 and L�2 = 266664 4:623 02:920 0:6881:217 1:377�0:487 2:065�2:190 2:753 377775 :22



Using Procedure 1, one gets v1 = [�0:195 �0:779 �0:572 0:169]0 and v2 = [0:375 0:927]0.Finally, Algorithm 3 yields�U = [U �1v1 U�2v2] = 26666664 0:158 00 0�0:316 �0:577�0:158 00:791 �0:5770:474 0:577 37777775and the unimodular reduction matrixU(s) = � 0:158s2 � 0:316s + 0:791 �0:577s � 0:577�0:158s+ 0:474 0:577 � :The corresponding triangular form of A(s) over R[s] isT (s) = A(s)U(s) = 24 1:265s � 1:265 02:530 0�0:474s + 1:423 1:732 35 :Note that the reduction matrix obtained here has degree two, whereas a unimodularreduction matrix of degree one has been found using iterative Algorithm 3' in Section 5.1.6 Comparison with other triangularization methodsNumerical tests have been carried out to compare the performances of our algorithms withother triangularization methods. Only triangularization over R[s] has been considered.In addition to the algorithms presented in this paper, namelyAlgorithm A { Sylvester matrix approach (Algorithm 3)Algorithm B { Interpolation approach (Algorithm 4)the other triangularization algorithms that were tested areAlgorithm C { Labhalla's Gaussian elimination algorithm [15, Algorithm HERMIPOL]Algorithm D { Standard elementary polynomial operations (see Theorem 1)Algorithm E { MAPLE2 built-in symbolic routine linalg[hermite].Some remarks concerning implementation are listed below.2MAPLE is a registered trademark of Waterloo Maple Software.23



� The routines have been tested on square polynomial matrices A(s) of dimension n,degree d and random integer coe�cients with absolute value strictly less than 10.� The minimal possible degree of a matrix U(s) that triangularizes a matrix A(s) asabove is generically equal to the upper bound d̂U given in (3). For this reason, testswere not conducted on iterative Algorithms 3' and 4'. Their execution times wouldnecessarily be greater than those of Algorithms 3 and 4, respectively. Note howeverthat this may not be the case for triangularization problems arising from practicalcontrol issues. See also the example in Section 5.� At the exception of Algorithm E, the algorithms have been implemented in MAT-LAB 5.1 with oating point accuracy 2:22 � 10�16 on a Sun SparcStation 4.� Algorithms A and B rely upon a triangularization over R that is performed by col-umn Householder transformations. They are entirely written in interpreted MAT-LAB code and no external routine call is made. In particular, we did not use theMATLAB built-in routine qr.� Algorithm C relies upon a triangularization over R that is performed by succes-sive applications of a modi�ed Gaussian elimination with only partial pivoting, asdescribed in [15]. It is also entirely written in interpreted MATLAB code.� Interpolation points in Algorithm B are equispaced within the real interval [�1;+1].� The value " = n � d � 10�10 is used to extract the "-shape (see De�nition 4) inAlgorithms A and B.� The criterion that has been used to decide whether the triangularization has properlybeen achieved is twofold.1. All coe�cients in the strictly upper triangular part of the triangular formT (s) = A(s)U(s) must have absolute value less than 10�8.2. The inequalities 0:9 < jdetU(s)jjdetU(0)j < 1:1 (19)must hold for any s 2 [�1;+1]. This is aimed at testing unimodularity of U(s)without computing detU(s), a numerically di�cult task for high values of nand d.Average execution times in seconds are reported in Table 1. A star (?) means that thetriangularization failed because the above criteria were not veri�ed. A double star (??)means that the execution time exceeded 1500 seconds.24



Algorithmd n A B C D E3 3 0.21 1.3 0.62 16 0.655 3 0.51 2.4 1.1 26 2.77 3 0.87 4.0 1.6 39 129 3 1.5 6.1 2.3 54 303 4 0.46 2.4 1.1 29 8.85 4 2.0 5.6 2.5 59 1117 4 4.1 10 3.7 ? 6039 4 7.8 ? 5.5 ? ??3 5 2.1 4.6 2.3 ? 1095 5 7.3 12 4.6 ? ??7 5 14.4 ? 8.0 ? ??9 5 29 ? 12 ? ??3 9 48 59 17 ? ??5 9 220 ? ? ? ??7 9 580 ? ? ? ??9 9 1200 ? ? ? ??Table 1 : Comparative execution times in seconds.Some comments are in order.� As expected, Algorithm D is the less reliable triangularization method. Even forrelatively low values of d and n, Algorithm D returns a result that is generallyextremely far from the correct result.� Algorithm E is based on symbolic computation. This approach is known to besubject to intermediate expression swell and turns out to be impractical even formedium-sized problems [19, Chapter 3].� Algorithm B behaves badly for relatively high values of d and n. This is due to anill-conditioning of the interpolated matrix, in turn due to the choice of interpolationpoints. For a discussion on that matter, see Section 3.3.� For low values of n, Algorithm A is faster than Algorithm C. The tendency isreversed when n is higher. In the latter case, Algorithm A seems to be more reliablethan Algorithm C, to the expense of computational load.7 ConclusionNumerical procedures were proposed for polynomial matrix triangularization. Two al-gorithms were �rst described for triangularization over the �eld of polynomial fractions.25



They may also be used for polynomial rank evaluation or polynomial null-space extrac-tion. The �rst algorithm is based on Sylvester matrices whereas the second algorithmmakes extensive use of interpolation theory. Once combined with polynomial degree min-imization, they gave rise to two other algorithms for triangularization over the ring ofpolynomials that can alternatively be used for greatest common divisor computation.Contrary to previously available algorithms, the procedures presented here only rely uponnumerically reliable and well-worked linear algebra computer tools. From the point ofview of numerical stability, the advantage of using these new polynomial triangularizationtechniques over using the standard Euclidean division algorithm may be compared to theadvantage of using orthogonal reductions over using the standard Gaussian eliminationalgorithm.Some aspects of this work need further investigation. As mentioned above, the proposedprocedures do not exploit the special structure of Sylvester or interpolated matrices.One may wonder whether this could be done in a numerically stable way, so as to furtherreduce the computational load, both in terms of operation count and memory requirement.Another point that deserves attention is the use of complex interpolation points, andmore generally the possibility of triangularizing complex polynomial matrices. Finally,an interesting question is whether the same kind of numerical method could be used forgetting the Smith form or some less restrictive but equivalent diagonal form.AcknowledgmentWe are particularly grateful to the reviewers for their thorough work and constructivecomments.References[1] P. J. Antsaklis and Z. Gao \Polynomial and Rational Matrix Interpolation : Theoryand Control Applications", International Journal of Control , Vol. 58, No. 2, pp.349{404, 1993.[2] T. G. J. Beelen and G. W. Veltkamp \Numerical Computation of a Coprime Fac-torization of a Transfer Function Matrix", Systems and Control Letters, Vol. 9, pp.281{288, 1987.[3] R. R. Bitmead, S. Y. Kung, B. D. O. Anderson and T. Kailath \Greatest Com-mon Divisor via Generalized Sylvester and B�ezout Matrices", IEEE Transactions onAutomatic Control, Vol. 23, No. 6, pp. 1043{1047, 1978.[4] F. M. Callier and C. A. Desoer \Multivariable Feedback Systems", Springer Verlag,1982. 26
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